INTRODUCTION


The information available about the early years of the Aeronautical Inspection Department (AID) has been gleaned from writings in local archives, which were compiled originally in the 1920's by authors unknown. They are reproduced here largely unaltered.


The AID is synonymous with what is now termed quality and reliability. Its formulative years were also the formulative years of a new exciting and demanding technology. Names of famous practitioners such as Geoffrey de Havilland and Frank Halford appear in AID during this early era, as do G P Bulman (Past President of the Royal Aeronautical Society) and Major Percy Bishop OBE (who died in the R101 disaster).


Two others who did much to shape AID and advance the state of the aircraft inspection art, R K Bagnell Wild GMG CBE and H W S Outram CBE commenced their careers with AID during this period.


To all those individuals who served in AID the famous and not so famous, this brief history is dedicated.




BRIEF HISTORY


The Aeronautical Inspection Department was first formed in December 1913 for the purpose of inspecting aircraft and other supplies for the Royal Flying Corps. At that date the establishment totalled 28. The growth of work caused by the war, and by the taking over of inspection for the Naval as well as the Military Aeronautical Service, necessitated a growth in personnel such that the establishment of the AID at the Armistice date, November 1918, was 10,600.

The scope of the inspection carried out by the AID comprised not only aircraft but supplies of all other kinds utilised by the Flying Service, such as balloons, hangars, tents, machine tools, raw materials, fabrics and a variety of general equipment. In the inspection of these multifarious supplies almost every known trade had to be dealt with and some idea may be formed of the Department's technical requirements when it is realised that detailed inspection was made of all materials, of the manufacturing processes to which they were subjected, of the assembly of the various parts into component units and of the erection of the aircraft, engines, etc.

The Headquarters organisation was divided into sections, each section containing officers specialising in the particular branch of engineering or science dealt with by the section. The organisation external to Headquarters was on a geographical basis, the country being divided into Districts each under the control of a District Officer who was responsible for the entire conduct of inspection throughout his particular District territory. Resident staff were employed to carry out inspections at the larger and more important firms, similar duty for the smaller firms being performed either by visiting staff or by the establishment of central inspection depots. The whole organisation was so arranged as to preclude the incorporation into any consignment of any part or article unless it had received AID approval.

The quantity of aeroplanes, sea planes, engines and accessories of all kinds submitted to AID for acceptance during the latter portion of the 1914/18 war period was so large that an AID establishment of over 10,000 was not large enough to allow of every part being actually seen by the Department. To meet this position the largest possible use was made of the inspecting facilities provided by the manufacturers themselves; in fact, where a manufacturing firm possessed an inspecting organisation which met with the approval of the AID, the results of inspection so carried out have been accepted by the Department subject to AID supervision and occasional check.

The AID had a very difficult task, especially so during a war. If they failed in their duty as inspectors they might, and almost certainly would, imperil the lives of pilots and their machines. On the other hand undue severity in rejection hampered output. Some indication of the degree of success with which AID avoided both these dangers may be gauged from the fact that on the one hand, out of the last 28,000 aircraft accepted by the Department there were only nine cases of accident possibly traceable to defective workmanship, and on the other hand that the full programme of production of aircraft and accessories was successfully carried through, thus indicating that there was no undue interference with output. It is certain that the placing at the disposal of manufacturers of the experience possessed by AID materially assisted production.


ANTECEDENTS AND ORIGIN


It may be regarded as axiomatic that some system of State Inspection should be carried out on all stores and equipment purchased by the Government for its own use, the principle being developed, particularly, by the Admiralty, War Office, India Office and the Crown Agents. The peculiar conditions relating to aviation require that the inspection of the manufacture of aircraft should assume even greater importance and more detailed consideration than is required in any other equipment.

The majority of the machines first provided for the use of the REC were manufactured at the Royal Aircraft Factory, Farnborough, fitted with engines of French manufacture. As an essential part of its organisation the Royal Aircraft Factory instituted an Inspection Department and developed a rigid procedure whereby all raw material entering the Factory was tested in detail in accordance with the original Royal Aircraft Factory Specifications before being passed into the Construction Department. Process inspection during manufacture was instituted and a final test and examination of the complete machine was carried out before the aeroplane was handed over to the RFC for service.

During the year 1912 the first aeroplane contracts placed by the Director General of Military Aeronautics, War Office, on private firms were issued and it was stipulated that an inspection similar to that in operation at the Royal Aircraft Factory should be introduced on all such contracts under the direction of the Royal Aircraft Factory Inspection Department itself. After a short time, however, it was considered desirable that an entirely separate organisation should be set up having for its sole purpose the inspection of all aeronautical equipment purchased for the use of the RFC.

The need for an inspection department for aircraft was first officially recognised in 1912, when the Report of the Departmental Committee on Accidents to Monoplanes was published. This committee, under the chairmanship of Dr R T Glazebrook, CB, FRS, was charged to investigate certain accidents that had occurred to monoplanes and to make recommendations for the reduction of such risks. The committee found evidence of defective components and workmanship and '....... agreed that it is desirable, arrangements should be made for the regular inspection of machines and of their engines ...... that a sufficient number of permanent officials be appointed to inspect and report on the machines .....' Military aircraft for the Royal Flying Corps were the responsibility of the Military Aeronautics section of the War Office at this time. The War Office accordingly requested the Treasury in October 1913 to agree to the formation of an aeronautical inspection branch to fulfil the recommendations of the Glazebrook report. Little delay seems to have occurred in obtaining the agreement of the Treasury to the proposed branch, the formation of which was authorised in the same month. Eventually, in December 1913, the Aeronautical Inspection Department came into being, the position of Chief Inspector being allotted to Major J D B Fulton, RFA, one of the earliest members of the original Army Air Battalion - the predecessor of the REC.

The Department was immediately organised into two main Technical Branches dealing respectively with the inspection of Aeroplanes and Engines, each under the control of an Inspector.

The Headquarters of the Department were temporarily established in a private house 'Ashdean', Alexandra Road, Farnborough, and two Aeroplane Sheds were erected on Farnborough Common for the receipt of machines delivered by private contractors for final flight test as laid down in their contracts.





THE ORGANISATION AND WORK OF THE AID AEROPLANE BRANCH


At the outset, the duties of the Aeroplane Branch were to inspect aeroplanes and spares during manufacture1 and to receive the complete machines into the AID sheds at Farnborough, there to inspect them finally and put them through flight tests.

The organisation of the Branch at its starting actual operation in February 1914, comprised an Inspector of Aeroplanes, who was in charge of the entire Branch, having the Headquarters at Farnborough, and personally directing the operations in the Farnborough sheds - i.e. final inspection and flight tests. He had as principal subordinate an Assistant Inspector, who was in charge of AID inspection during manufacture. This officer's headquarters were likewise at Farnborough, but his subordinate staff were posted as Resident Examiners at the various works at which aeroplanes were in course of manufacture.

Until the outbreak of War, no change was found necessary in the above organisation, the only alteration being a progressive increase in the number of subordinate staff, especially at outstations.

As soon as War broke out it was obvious that there would be a vastly increased output of aircraft, and that the organisation of the Branch would require revision in due course. The first such step became necessary in February 1915, when the nucleus of the Scottish District was formed.

In addition to the contracts placed in Scotland for aeroplanes and aeroplane spares, large contracts were also entrusted to Messrs Singer Manufacturing Ca, Clydebank for what are known as "AGS Parts". These are such detail fittings as are common to all or the majority of aeroplanes, and had consequently been standardised; as examples may be quoted - turnbuckles, bolts, buts, eye - bolts, and washers. The inspection of those was likewise carried out by the Scottish District. A little later, a further development of work in this District resulted from the production by Messrs. W N Brunton & Sons, Musselburgh of tie - rods used in the bracing of aeroplane bodies, and this was subsequently followed by production by the same firm of the oval section bracing wires, known as "raf wires", together with the end fittings for both kinds of wires.

The continued increase in number of contracts placed for service aeroplanes, their spares and accessories, created in other parts of the country the same reasons for establishing local centres of inspection control, as had led to the establishment of similar local centres was effected in Coventry, Manchester, and London; and in order to keep the account of this aspect of the matter in one place, it may be stated at once that the process continued to progress until by November 1916 the whole of Great Britain was thus divided up amongst various local centres. This process was later extended to Ireland, which became a District to itself. Each of these centres controlled a territory with definite boundaries and each of them was designated a District. As a similar formation of Districts is described in the chapter dealing with the Engine Branch, it is necessary to state that the functions of the two Branches were so entirely distinct that throughout the War and two sets of Districts operated independently of each other, and did not in fact, even where bearing similar designations, necessarily control exactly the same territory.

The first Inspection Bond was established in connection with the Ordnance Aircraft Department's Stores at Farnborough, which came into being at the beginning of the War. These stores were subsequently removed to Milton in Berkshire, whither the Inspection Bond accompanied it. A second Inspection Bond was established late in 1915 at the RFC Stores at Greenwich dealing with a large variety of accessories, equipment and instruments, and the like. This depot and Inspection Bond were also later moved, in this case to Kidbrooke.
Owing to the inconvenience of forwarding goods for inspection to the above mentioned Bonds, which as it happened were not situated in or near the principal producing areas, it was subsequently found necessary to establish AID Inspection Bonds independently of Service Stores Depots. For general inspection two such Bonds were established - one in London in the Autumn of 1917, and the other in Birmingham at the end of that year.

Early in the year 1918, an arrangement was arrived at whereby large quantities of AGS parts were obtained through local Boards of Management of the Ministry of Munitions, who were responsible to the Aircraft Supplies Department, that the stipulated quantities were forthcoming, having themselves to make the local arrangements for manufacture. It was decided that special Inspection Bonds should be set up to deal with this new condition, and eventually four such Bonds came into existence, situated respectively at Hendon, Manchester (Trafford Park), Dublin and Ipswich.

The approval of cotton fabric as a substitute for linen fabric on aircraft, and its production in large quantities in Lancashire, led to the formation of an Inspection Bond at Bolton for the special purpose of dealing with it.

In order to obviate delay in obtaining test reports on various classes of materials, and to secure uniform conditions of testing which should be to the entire approval of the AID, it was found highly desirable for the Directorate to possess its own Test Houses. Accordingly arrangements were made with the University of London, who let to the AID a portion of their buildings in Gower Place, in which was established a Test House dealing with all classes of non-metallic materials. This test house began operations in the summer of 1916.

In the autumn of 1917, a Test House was established in Belfast for testing of linen fabric. A Test House somewhat similar to the one at Belfast was instituted early in 1918 at Bolton, in conjunction with the above - mentioned Inspection Bond at that place.

In addition to materials, special arrangements had always been found essential for the testing of aircraft propellers. Such Propeller Testing Plant had been in existence even prior to the war, at the Royal Aircraft Factory, Farnborough, and until 1918 the Farnborough plant was found capable of dealing with the work in this direction, but by that time the progressive increase in the output of propellers outgrew the facilities at Farnborough. The AID accordingly put in hand a Propeller Test House in conjunction with the Inspection Bond at Milton. This plant was brought into use in the summer of 1918, and had the advantage over the Farnborough installation of being sufficiently powerful to subject to spinning test the largest propellers then made, and in fact larger propellers still.

The subsequent developments of aeroplane branch work outside Headquarters did not involve any essential changes in the main lines of organisation. Detail changes in the allocation of territory of the various Districts were made and in certain instances Districts were sub -divided; but the principles of the District organisation remained unaffected.

Under the original conditions obtaining prior to the War, the volume of work at the aeroplane Branch Headquarters was so moderate that it could be dealt with in all its technical aspects by a very small Headquarters staff, whom it was unnecessary to segregate definitely into special sections. This state of affairs came to an end with the Declaration of War.



The Aeroplane Branch was responsible for the following categories of inspection :-

i	Aircraft and aircraft spares, including propellers.

ii	Installation of power, plant, armament and instruments in aircraft.

iii	Kite Balloons and winches.

iv	Electrical Equipment.

v	Portable oxygen apparatus.

vi	Hydrogen plant.

vii	Machine tools for RAF.

viii	Instruments for aircraft.

ix 	All non-metallic materials.

x	Hangars and tents for housing aircraft.

xi	Packing cases for aircraft.

xii	Miscellaneous equipment such as hand tools.

xiii	Parachutes.





ORGANISATION & WORK OF AID ENGINE BRANCH

Early in 1914, visits were paid by representatives of the Engine Inspection Branch to Messrs Renault, Paris, The Austro - Daimler Co, Vienna, The Gnome Engine Co, Paris, and the Mercedes Works, Stuttgart in order to examine the conditions of manufacture and test. Little, however, was learned at those Works as regards inspection, since the procedure followed very closely normal automobile engine practice.

During the early summer of 1914, the Aero-Engine Competition initiated by the Government was carried out at the Royal Aircraft Factory for the encouragement and experience of British designers, and members of the embryo Engine Inspection Branch were appointed as official observers of the trials. To the AID, the experience thus gained from the running tests and from detailed examination of the various types, was of the utmost value in its future work.

At the outbreak of war, but few British manufacturers were engaged on aero-engine work. At the British Engine firms the AID staff consisted of not more than one or two Examiners, whose duties were the observation of the actual bench tests and the subsequent examination of parts. Records of horsepower, fuel consumption, etc, were taken for every engine, and those records forwarded to Headquarters. These particulars were recorded on a card index so as to embody the whole history of the engine up to its delivery to the Service. This index system was maintained throughout the war and was treated as the authentic basis for all records of engine delivery and movement outside the Service itself.

Since the quality of the steel used in engines was at once seen to be a dominant factor in their reliability, an Examiner was appointed to supervise for inspection purposes the manufacture of steel in Sheffield.

Early in 1915, contracts were placed in five firms for the manufacture of the RAF.la 8 - cyl air - cooled engine. It was laid down that the spares produced at any one of those factories should be interchangeable with the engines of the other producers. In addition, the whole efficiency of the engine depended to an unusual degree on correct assembly and fine adjustment, so that the closest detailed viewing of every part was found necessary, and special sets of master gauges and templates were required to ensure adequate interchangeability. The AID staff at all such stations had, therefore, to be considerably increased and view rooms organised much pioneer work was also carried out by the AID Examiners in assisting the manufacturers to overcome the difficulties incidental to the production of a most intricate mechanism. Without such co-operation of the Examiners at the various works, and the closest liaison between the AID Headquarters and the Royal Aircraft Factory, the development and production of the RAF engine would have been excessively delayed.

The standard bench tests of the RAF engines comprised a four hours 'full power' test on Heenan & Froude Brakes, followed by complete dismantlement for detailed examination, observation of subsequent erection, and a final one - hour test on the Brake, to ensure that parts replaced after the first test and fitted during final erection were satisfactory.

All questions other than those of a purely routine nature were discussed direct between the contractors themselves and the AID Headquarters, whose officers frequently visited the contractors, not only for the purposes of inspection and supervision of AID staff, but as representatives of the Military Aeronautics Directorate. This close link with the MA Branches, was further strengthened on removal to Albermarle Street.

In November 1915, the vacancy of Inspector of Engines, occasioned by the promotion of Captain Bagnall-Wild, was filled by Captain R H Verney, transferred from the RFC Engine Repair Shops, France, an appointment which introduced to the Department a very close liaison with that Repair Depot and all its rapidly accumulating experience on the Service use of engines.

The purely technical and advisory work grew apace and many new designs of engines, accessories and engine components were submitted to, and in may cases actually tried out by the AID.

The AID were further burdened with the responsibility for initiating modifications and suggesting the names of contractors capable of producing aero - engines.

During the spring of 1916, the 120 hp Beardmore engine, a British production, based on the original 6 - cyl Austro-Daimler was found to be of insufficient power for the machines in which it had perforce to be installed. The whole design was reconsidered by the AD with Messrs Arrol-Johnson, the producers for Messrs Beardmore, and as a result, a new 160 hp model was tried out and subsequently adopted. After the elimination of the usual 'teething troubles' it proved to be one of the most reliable of all engines produced throughout the War.

The removal of Headquarters to Adastral House and the more extensive accommodation there available, rendered a reorganisation of the Engine Headquarters staff feasible, so that instead of the whole of the technical and administrative work of the Branch being shared, as previously, by three or four members, separate sections were set up, each of which dealt with a particular phase of work, leaving the Head of the Branch free to organise for the future. The Sections were allotted the following responsibilities.

The Design Section to deal with all technical questions referred to the AID by the Military Aeronautics Department and Contractors apart from current inspectional queries. To carry out, for instance, the conversion of the Beardmore Engine from 120 to 160 hp model. To collaborate with English Contractors in developing the production of Allied designed engines. To criticise and assist in the formulation of spares schedules. To keep in touch with the Service regarding their new requirements in engine power, controllability, altitude control, etc. To investigate new designs submitted by inventors and to recommend the placing of experimental orders.

The Construction Section to provide technical direction and detailed instructions for the use of Outstation Staff on all queries and difficulties presented in inspection of production engines. To arbitrate between Outstation Staff and Contractors. To investigate the effect and character of modifications required in production of engines and to prepare for their promulgation by the Military Aeronautics Department. To devise appropriate means of testing and checking new methods of construction and design. To indicate the proper distribution of the limited stock of inspection apparatus. To collaborate with the Materials Branch in their testing procedure, and to ensure that each class of material was examined as to its suitability for its allotted part of the engine. From the frequent visits required of the officers of this section to the Outstations they were able in addition to advise the head of the Branch as to changing requirements of staff etc and to save him from the bulk of the routine administration of outstation staff.

The Engine Repair and Magneto Section to supervise the inspection of engines returned from Service to Contractors for repair. To distribute information regarding special jigs, fixtures, testing plant, cleaning apparatus, etc required in such repair. To lay down in consultation with the Construction Section, limits to which crankshafts, etc might be ground down to correct for wear.

It must be appreciated that the inspection of engines under repair was generally more difficult than in the case of n&w engines. As a rule the repair Contractors were deficient in technical experience and general organisation as compared with new engine manufacturers because the latter had been selected earlier from the pick of the automobile engine contractors. The form of contract for repair engines specifying a fixed price for the repair of every engine of a given type naturally tended to reduce the Contractors' interest in engines requiring more than the usual amount of repair, despite the fact that normally the actual repair work allowed an adequate margin of profit for the average price. Many firms too at first deemed themselves required only to replace the defective components new parts drawn from stores, and did tiot realise that in addition to this work the usual truing up, re - balancing and bedding in of parts was also required.

The Section was placed in the charge of an Officer transferred to the AID from the RFC, EHS Pont de l'Arche, so that a liaison between that Depot and home contractors engaged on similar work or engine repair was maintained.

Since this Officer had had exceptional experience on the testing of magnetos, the supervision of magneto manufacture and inspection was vested in this Section.

In the summer of 1916, the magneto shortage became acute as the stock of German built magnetos which had hitherto formed the staple source of supply for the RFC was becoming inadequate, certain American built magnetos were forth-coming, but in most cases these were completely unreliable, as they were intended primarily for automobile service. The British firms engaged on the work were fully experienced in the manufacture of all types of electrical equipment, but repeated failure attended their magneto production for the first twelve months. Every point in the design of machines then under construction was dealt with by this Section in conjunction with the firm, and the whole sequence of manufacturing operations was overhauled, with the result that towards the autumn of 1916 the production of a fairly reliable magneto at the rate of 20 - 30 per week was obtained. It was some months, however, before the position was eased, and throughout this time the allotment of magnetos from magneto contractors to engine constructors was handled by the AID each magneto, practically as it left the test bed after final inspection, being hurried off by passenger train to the engine constructor who, as a rule, had 15 - 20 engines on the floor awaiting completion in this respect alone.

The Engine Installation Section to administer Engine Examiners and mechanics stationed at the AID aerodrome, who inspected all engine installation in machines and to supervise all flight tests so far as engine tuning and performance were concerned.

To keep in close touch with the Service with regard to engine experience for the improvement of inspection at manufacturers' works.

To keep the Construction Section informed of deficiencies and failures in inspection by the Works inspection staff as discovered in flight tests, and to advise the Design Section and the head of the Branch of the requirements of installation for the different machines and engines. The fact that as a rule the engine for a given machine was not available, so a different type of
engine had to be installed, added considerably to the work of the Section. It must also be realised that given an efficient and reliable engine and an aeroplane structure of similar quality, the efficiency of the combined apparatus as a flying machine is entirely dependent on the engine installation and the combination of the two components. It follows, therefore, that the work of this section was of the greatest importance, and that in the efficiency of the Department's inspection was judged to a large extent on its work, not only so far as carrying out its own duties properly, but also in serving as a check on the work of the whole of the rest of the Engine Branch.

Finally, the Personnel Section to maintain records of Engine Branch staff, transference promotions, etc. To effect documentary engagement of new staff after their technical acceptance by examination by the Head of the Branch or 0 i/c Sections.
The latter part of 1916 marks the definite formation of the first Engine Branch Districts, set up in Coventry, Birmingham, and London. As already indicated the organisation of districts was based purely on geographical grounds, in order to obtain close supervision of staff and to provide a senior Officer having considerable responsibility and high discretionary powers to be readily accessible to contractors. The system allowed considerable decentralisation in administration and Headquarters technical work, in that the District Officer was responsible in person to the Head of the Branch, both for the administration of his staff and for the efficiency of their individual inspection. It is true in this geographical demarcation of districts, two adjacent districts - say Coventry and Birmingham - were inspecting the same type of engine; viz: the RAF 1a and 4a, so that there was a danger of the standard of workmanship, test requirements, etc in the two Districts varying. The closest co-operation, therefore, between the respective District Officers and frequent visits of members of the Headquarters Construction Section, to each district were necessary to overcome this possible defect.

The London District based on geographical considerations to include Lincoln and Bedford, by virtue of their comparatively good accessibility with London, covered as it happended, the production throughout 1916 of all rotary engines with one exception.

The end of 1916 saw the establishment of the Scottish District Headquarters at Glasgow (including Newcastle) and of the Manchester District to provide for the increasing manufacture of engines and engine spares, in addition to the rapidly developing output of bright drawn steel, wire rope etc. The materials work in Manchester had hitherto been under the direction of the Sheffield District, at that time a purely materials inspection organisation, administered from the Metallic Materials Branch direct.

It was fortunate that the District organisations had become well established and in working order before March 1917, so that the huge expansion of work created by the absorption of the Admiralty inspection duties, together with the additional contracts of large magnitude placed on new firms could be undertaken with the elasticity provided in the individual district control system. Decentralisation had, however to be still further effected, each District Office developing its own gauge section, its microphotography apparatus for ready determination of the suitability of steel submitted after treatment by engine manufacturers and its facilities for the chemical analysis of steel.

The standard bench test for engines was reduced to two hours endurance instead of three, to relieve test bed congestion. This reduction, however, in conjunction with the~llective inspection procedure, demands a more stringent examinatic of the engine details after stripping, 50 that the individual work of the staff was augmented.

The ever increasing burden did not, however, affect the constant endeavour of the staff to assist in the production of more efficient aero engines, by constant recommendations to the Technical and Supply Departments, by liaisons and co-operation with the Services, and by individual investigation into failure of materials, etc.

An entirely new system of jet calibration was devised, to provide definite measurement of carburettor jet flow. Previously the jets had been classified purely on orifice dimensions, a method which permitted of a 3O% - 40% error and led to endless trouble and delay in engine tuning, since a jet found too small might be replaced with a jet of supposedly larger size which yet gave still worse results. The amount of time, labour and petrol conserved by this accurate determination of jet sizes cannot be calculated. It suffices to say that where previously engines, particularly the RAF is. and RAF ha were submitted to test five and six times befor they could be accepted owing to bad carburation and its consequences, engines were put on to the test bed all with the same size of jet previously found to give the best results for that type of engine, and went through successfully with unfailing regularity. On the completion of the test, the jets were replaced with the size found by experiment to give the best flight results. On arrival therefore at the Aerodrome, instead of protracted tuning up and consequent delay and congestion, carburation was almost invariably found to be correct from the beginning, leaving only very minor adjustments to be effected, occupying hours instead of days.

On the transference of Headquarters to Clement's Inn in August 1917, the opportunity was taken to revise the sectional organisation. The Design Section, as a separate entity, disappeared owing to the development of the Technical Department. The 0 i/c of the Design Section, Captain F S Halford had, during 1916, designed the BHP 6 - cyl water-cooled engine produced by Messrs The Galloway Engineering Co, an off-shoot of Messrs Sir Wm Beardmore & Co, and was seconded for special duties in further developing this engine, and to assist Mr. Ricardo in investigating the possibilities of super-charging as applied to aero engines.

To maintain close touch between the Chief Inspector and the Section Officers, to prevent overlapping, and to keep in the minds of these officers a clear perspect3A of their own responsibilities and relationship, one with the other, an "Engine Branch Committee", modelled on the "Progress and Allocation Committee", was held daily under the chairmanship of the Chief or Deputy Chief. The minutes of each meeting were circulated confidentially to the District Officers and were held to be instructions to act, without additional confirmation. The Minutes therefore became the vehicle and authority for all important decisions by the Head of the Branch and served as a standard reference and commentary.

In April 1918, the Chief Inspector of Engines was appointed by the DGAP to combine in one representative the functions of Technical, Supply and Inspection Department with respect to the Sunbeam "Arab", in the endeavour to expedite its efficient production and service.

The Engine Branch of the AID may claim to have maintained its fundamental organisation and its methods, from its inception up to the Armistice; to have maintained them elastically in order to cope with the increased volume of inspection and to have adhered to the widest interpretation of its terms of reference to assist, by every endeavour, the production of the most efficient and reliable aero engine.


